At Harmony Spring, Inc. our focus is on the use of natural and Traditional SE Asia Medicine formulas to meet alternative health care needs with breakthrough products that actually work and make a difference. For the past 10 years our promise has been to deliver superior products, such as our most popular Revive Platinum and Lean Green products, that improve quality of life and deliver the results you desire.

We cater to healthcare professionals and their patients, health food stores and their customers, providing confidential, secure ordering of natural herbal formulas and powerful solutions to your healthcare needs. This is the basis and central theme of our philosophy.

HARMONY SPRING
727-367-1885
www.harmonyspring.com
harmonyspringinfo@gmail.com

Our #1 seller Revive Platinum® is scientifically formulated to naturally invigorate sensual vitality, sustain high energy levels & support healthy stamina.
Really good things may sometimes take a little longer to work but the results are usually well worth the wait. Our new product is like that. Look for results in a week or two, depending on your age and your health but then compare the benefits of Revive Platinum® to any other product on the market and see why it has a long and renowned history as a powerful aphrodisiac, energy and health source. LJ100® (the primary ingredient in Revive) better known as Tongkat Ali has a remarkable number of clinically tested benefits designed to improve your (LOVE) life.

“AN ANCIENT REMEDY….A MODERN MIRACLE”

WHAT IT IS & HOW IT WORKS?
Revive Platinum® enhances your circulatory system, heart function, blood pressure and memory, through a concentrated and patented Green Tea vasodilator known as Vaso6 which produces Nitric Oxide, critical to most bodily functions, specifically increased blood flow which will enlarge your penis.

This formula includes a rare ingredient with 4 “world wide patents”, LJ100, known as the “fountain of youth” for its powerful Aphrodisiac qualities.

Add to this the most stringent testing and processing possible and you have the ultimate combination of Science and Nature. The ingredients in the exclusive Revive formula can produce nothing less than Great Health and Great Sex.

DOSAGE TIPS
FOR BEST RESULTS TAKE 2 CAPSULES IN THE AM & 1 CAPSULE BEFORE 4 P.M.